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The Guilty Party



The Problem
Waste is inarguably anthropogenic.



What Causes This?
• Various structural influences, including:

– Human nature (We cannot produce no waste)
– Economic factors (Marketing, advertising)
– Technological factors (Who needs that old TV?)
– Infrastructure problems (Nowhere to dispose)



Personal Factors
• But also psychological factors, broadly:

--Intrapersonal factors (personality, values, 
attitudes, skill, aspirations)

--Interpersonal relations (social comparison, 
trust, friendship, norms, etc.)

--Decision-making: Each one of us, 
Everyday, citizen or CEO, makes 
choices every day, and these 
choices matter in the aggregate



Yet We Don’t Manage Waste 
As Well as We Should…or Could

(Not even all that we ourselves think we should!)

Why not? This is the key question

The 7 Dragons of Inaction
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The Dragons-of-Inaction:
Seven Genera, 31 Species

• Limited Cognition
• Ideologies
• Other People
• Sunk Costs
• Discredence
• Perceived Risks
• Limited Behaviour



The Role of Behavioural Science

• Which can contribute in at least four broad ways



Four Ways to Slay Dragons: 1

• Develop understanding of impactful behaviours
– What exactly do which people do with their waste?
– Which are  the most impactful wasteful acts?
– What are the variations in the rates of these actions?
– What are the antecedents of these actions?
– What are their consequences?



Four Ways to Slay Dragons: 2
• Develop and evaluate interventions and innovations

– Test information campaigns
– Explore most effective forms of communication
– Human factors for making good choices attractive



Four Ways to Slay Dragons: 3
• Work together with other disciplines

– Waste managers need behavioural scientists,
– who need engineers and economists,
– who need organizational experts,
– who need community leaders,
– who need waste managers.



Four Ways to Slay Dragons: 4
• Join in the policy development process

-- Not at the table = Not in the policy
-- Choose your comfort level: Organizational, 

neighbourhood, municipal, regional, 
national, global—but do get involved!



One Size (Policy) Does Not Fit All

• Who primarily face which dragons (barriers)? 
7 genera, 31 species!

• By which segment of the population?
Traditional consumer segments—age, education, etc.

The big challenge for effective policy and practice is…

• Which waste?
In terms of sectors: Energy, transport, goods, and food



To optimize waste management, 
policies and practices should be 
precisely designed  and targeted 



Thank you for your attention!
Questions now? Here I am…

Or questions later? rgifford@uvic.ca
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